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Abstract: Identification of homologous regions across genomes is one crucial step in
comparative genomics. This task is usually performed by genome alignment softwares
like WABA or blastz [KZ00, SKS+03]. Alternatively such regions can be defined on
a higher level of abstraction, that is conserved gene orders. On this level, homologies
between even more distantly related genomes can be found, which can not be aligned
by standard alignment softwares.

We present two approaches to identify such regions of conserved synteny. This
naturally involves prediction of orthologous genes. While existing methods like best-
reciprocal hits or Inparanoid [ATLS06] predict orthology on sequence similarity alone,
our methods use similarity as well as synteny information.

Pairwise and multiple-species comparisons between human, mouse, rat and dog
show that the different genomes express extensive collinearity. 76% of human genes
are found in blocks between human and dog, 55% are found after including mouse.
This value drops to about 50% for blocks of all four species. For quality assessment we
compared the SYNTENATOR orthologs to the Ensembl gene orthology predictions.
Our method recovered 97% of the Ensembl one-to-one orthologs. In addition more
than 34% of genes for which Ensembl predicted one-to-many could be resolved to
one-to-one orthologs.

1 Introduction

Whole genome sequencing has boosted our knowledge database on genome architectures.
Identification of conserved genomic regions across species borders has drawn much atten-
tion to the field of comparative genomics [MMNH04, MPO04]. Depending on the level of
divergence, such regions are usually defined by conserved orders of local genomic align-
ments [SBB+03], orthologous exons [BPS+04] or genes [HDWS04].

Conservation of gene order across multiple species is also referred to as ’conserved syn-
teny’ or ’collinearity’. Collinear blocks could be used to measure evolutionary distances
between genomes in terms of reversal distances (RD). The order of all collinear blocks
in one genome can be represented as a sequence of signed integers, the RD denotes the
minimal number of rearrangements to transform one such sequence into another [PT03].
Prior to rearrangement analysis and identification of syntenic regions, a set of orthologous
genes between all species of interest has to be defined.

Traditionally, orthologs were defined by best-reciprocal BLASTP hits (BRH). COGs (Clus-
ter of Orthologous Groups, [TFJ+03]) are built from cliques of size 3 in the graph of
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mutual best cross-species BLAST hits. These seed clusters are subsequently merged into
bigger clusters provided that one side is shared between them. MultiParanoid [ATLS06]
improves on this approach as it takes gene duplications and losses into account.

None of the aforementioned methods consider the genomic context (e.g. neighboring
genes) of the compared gene sets. This is problematic as cases exist in which genes with
lower sequence similarity are located in a region of conserved synteny, while the BRH is
not. Ensembl tries to handle such cases by defining ’Reciprocal Hits based on Synteny
information (RHS)’, these are non-reciprocal best gene pairs in the range of 1.5 MB of a
best reciprocal pair [HAB+07]. For example the mouse gene Gm443 has a unique best re-
ciprocal hit (UBRH) with human KCNMB3L on Chromosome 22 in the Ensembl ortholog
prediction1. In addition a RHS exists with NP 001025037.1 on Chromosome 7.

In this work, we propose two approaches for simultaneous identification of conserved
blocks and prediction of orthologous gene sets. Similar methods were presented only for
pairwise comparisons [HDWS04].

Our heuristic approach, BLOCKFINDER defines candidate cliques of orthologous genes
in a homology graph. Subsequently collinear blocks can be identified as conserved clique
orders across species. The second method, SYNTENATOR models the problem as a mul-
tiple alignment of gene orders whereby each conserved syntenic block corresponds to a
local alignments of gene orders.

2 BLOCKFINDER

The program BLOCKFINDER takes a set of pairwise cross-species protein similarity rela-
tions as input. The program defines cliques of orthologous genes (Section 2.1) and returns
conserved paths through the resulting clique order graph as output (Section 2.2).

2.1 Cliques of orthologous genes

A set of all-against-all BLASTP comparisons is generated in a preprocessing step. Subse-
quently, a homology graph is constructed out of the set of n-best BLAST hits. Genes are
represented as nodes and edges correspond to BLAST hits.

To identify the orthologous groups we split this graph into its connected components and
scan each component for cliques of maximum size, that is subsets of vertices in which
an edge exists for each pair of vertices in the set. Clique searching is an NP-complete
problem [CLRS01], but in our case the maximum size is small enough (k = 4) that we
can use a simple algorithm. All connected pairs of proteins from different species serve
as initial cliques. Cliques are augmented by looking for a vertex which is connected to all
vertices in the current clique. This is repeated until a maximal clique size is reached.

1http://nov2004.archive.ensembl.org/Mus musculus/geneview?gene=ENSMUSG00000038044, Accessed 4
January 2007
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Algorithm 1: Clique order graph construction.

G1 represents the clique order graph of possibly multiple species. The following pseudocode shows how a new
species, represented by G2 can be attached to G1. For each edge in E2, either a new edge in G1 is created (line
16) or the multiplicity of an existing edge is incremented (line 10,14).

1: G1 := (V1, E1), G2 := (V2, E2)
2: for i ← 0 to |E2| do
3: e2 ← E(i)
4: v2 ←source(e2) // source(e) returns the source node for a directed edge e
5: w2 ←target(e2) // target(e) analogously
6: v1 ←getNode(G1, v2)
7: w1 ←getNode(G1, w2) // v1,w1 are the equivalent vertices of v2,w2 in G1

getNode(G, v) returns a node in G corresponding to v. If no such node exists, a new node is created in G and is
returned.

8: e1 ← (v1, w1)
9: if (e1 ∈ E1∧ ori(v1) = ori(v2)∧ ori(w1) = ori(w2)) then
10: m(e1) ← m(e1) + 1 // increment multiplicity of e if both orientations are equal
11: else
12: er ← (w1, v1) // test reversed case
13: if (er ∈ E1∧ ori(v1) = ori(v2)∧ ori(w1) = ori(w2)) then
14: m(er) ← m(er) + 1
15: else
16: E1 ← E1 ∪ e1 // add e to G1

17: m(e1) ← 1

We decided to use n-best BLAST instead of BRHs in order to choose the ortholog from
a greater set of candidate genes. Evidently, this comes at a high price. The size of com-
ponents increases drastically with the number of non-best hits, a phenomenon known as
”sprawling” [GP06]. Therefore we apply certain restrictions: we consider maximally the
best-3-BLAST hits only if they fall into an interval bounded by the bitscore of the best hit
and 5% less. In addition, we limit the degree of a node to k = 5, meaning that we removed
all but the k highest scoring edges.

2.2 Identification of collinear blocks

By mapping the cliques onto the genomic loci of the genes, each chromosome or contig
can be represented by a signed clique permutation. This can be transformed into a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) with vertices corresponding to cliques and edges between nodes v, w
if the gene of the clique in v precedes the gene associated with w in the respective genome.

Collinear blocks are now defined as paths of conserved clique orders. These can be ex-
tracted in two steps. First the graphs of all species are merged at vertices representing
the same cliques. Thereby we introduce an edge multiplicity m indicating the number of
species which support this clique order. New cliques are added as additional vertices and
edges are either added or their multiplicity is incremented. Algorithm 1 shows how two
graphs G1 and G2 are merged. Due to inconsistent strand labeling between assemblies,
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we try to match a candidate edge in forward and reverse direction (after changing order
and orientation). The resulting graph stores all order relationships between all cliques in
all species.

In the second step all longest paths of edges with m > 1 are searched via depth first search
[CLRS01]. These correspond to collinear blocks. Thereby each vertex is assigned to one
path only. We also do not allow paths to cross chromosome borders. Minimal path length
is set to 3.

3 SYNTENATOR

The BLOCKFINDER method has some important shortcomings, given its heuristic char-
acter. First, it does not use the all-against-all BLAST search results comprehensively.
Second, not all genes, just clique members are represented in the data. That is why we im-
plemented an optimal approach based on partial order alignment (POA) [LGS02] in which
conservation of gene order is the first criteria for deducing orthology. Herein, contigu-
ous pieces of sequence are represented by partial order graphs (POG). These are DAGs in
which nodes corresponds to genes and consecutive genes are connected by directed edges.
These graphs can be aligned using an extension of the Smith-Waterman algorithm that
operates on one POG and one linear graph . The recurrence relation of the score function
for gapped local alignment is given in Eqn 1.

S(n, m) = max

8>><>>:
S(p, m − 1) + s(n, m)
S(p, m) + Δ
S(n, m − 1) + Δ
0

(1)

Each cell S(n, m) of the dynamic programming matrix is maximized over the four pos-
sibilities: match, insertion, deletion and starting a new alignment. The main difference
to traditional pairwise local alignment is p, the set of predecessor nodes in the POG. We
have to consider |p| alternative candidates in case of a match or insertion. The expressions
s(n, m) and Δ denote the match score for two nodes, respectively the gap penalty.

3.1 Gene order alignment

Initially, all pairwise alignments between a POG (G1)and contigs of a new genome (G2)are
computed in forward and reverse direction. For each comparison, we consider all local
(sub)optimal alignments above a certain threshold Θ. From these we decide on a maximal
pairing of genes giving rise to collinear blocks. In case of partial order multiple alignment,
the best pairs of genes are used to merge the two graphs. Algorithm 2 shows the adapta-
tions to the algorithm of Lee et al. [LGS02] to produce a set of all suboptimal alignment
paths P . Such a path consists of a tuple (s, L, r) where s is the score, L a list of aligned
node pairs and a flag r indicating reverse aligned gene orders (after changing order and
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Algorithm 2: Computing a set of suboptimal gene order alignments

N , M are the number of nodes in both graphs. A and T are dynamic programming, respectively traceback
matrices. Cells of T contain the index tuple of the predecessor cell pointing to any cell in the computed area.
The indices i and j iterate over the topological orders of both graphs (line 5,6).

1: for i ← 0 to N do // initialize matrices
2: A(0, i) ← 0, T (0, i) ← (0, 0)
3: for j ← 0 to M do
4: A(j, 0) ← 0, T (j, 0) ← (0, 0)
5: for i ← 1 to N do // dynamic programming
6: for j ← 1 to M do
7: (A(j, i), T (j, i)) ← Score(j, i, A, T )
8: (pj , pi) ← T (j, i)
9: if A(j, i) > A(pj , pi) then
10: L ← L ∪ (A(j, i), j, i) // store each cell with increasing score

Score(j, i, A, T ) fills cells A(j, i) and T (j, i) according to Section 3.3 and Eqn. 1 (line 7). Subsequently the
scores A(j, i) and A(pj , pi) are compared and cells with increasing score are stored as candidates in L (line
9,10). The candidate alignments in L are processed by decreasing score. An alignment path p is stored, if the
difference s − sinit exceeds the threshold Θ (line 14-16).

11: for k ← to |L| do
12: (s, j, i) ← L(k)
13: sinit ← InitialScore(j, i, A, T )
14: if s − sinit > Θ then
15: p ← Traceback(j, i, sinit, A, T )
16: P ← P ∪ p // update the sorted set of paths

orientation). The score is adjusted by subtracting the initial score sinit which is defined
as the last minimal score encountered during traceback before the score exceeds the final
alignment score or 0 if no such minimum exists. This adjustment is necessary to prevent
that alignments inherit scores from previous higher scoring alignments.

3.2 Merging genome graphs

In POA, the two graphs G1, G2 are merged after each round of pairwise alignments. From
the set of all alignment paths P we compute a 1:1 mapping M between vertices of both
graphs (v, w) where v ∈ G1 and w ∈ G2. This is done by processing all paths by
decreasing score and storing each vertex pair in M if neither of the vertices has been
assigned previously.

During the merging step we iterate over all vertices w ∈ G2 and add a copy of w to G1

if w /∈ M . If (v, w) ∈ M we fuse v and w by copying the gene stored at w to v and
connecting the equivalent node of the predecessor node of w in G1 to v .

In order to keep the merged graph acyclic, we use a topological ordering of G1 and check
at all branching points, whether a loop path consisting of new nodes from G2 induces a
cycle in the merged graph. Therefore we have to test if the path returns at a node in the G1

whose index in the topological order is less or greater than the index of the branching point
from which we are started off. If the path is a forward path and the index of the returning
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Figure 1: Merging genome graphs. Left panel: (1) A graph for species A and B is aligned to a linear
graph C. (2) Both graphs are merged at two aligned regions resulting branching points A3, C3 and
B8, C8 within a loop. Right panel: line (1) and (2) display two query sequences A and B. (3)
sequence B after reversal (4) Fusion of matching gene nodes (5) Reversal of edges at non-matching
nodes.

point is less than the index of the branching point, then we have to revert all edges in the
path to keep the graph acyclic. The case for the backward path works analogously. If
the newly added loop is part of a greater loop in G1, we have to search in both directions
for the endpoints of the old loop to define an order relation on the newly added loop (see
Figure 1, left panel).

We also apply certain corrections in case of reverse aligned regions (Fig. 1, right panel,
steps 1 - 4). New gene nodes that were not fused to nodes in G1 have to be checked for
their proper orientation and need to be adjusted (Fig. 1, right panel, (5)).

3.3 Score function

Our algorithm relies on the BLASTP hits as general similarity measure. From the set of
all-against-all BLASTP hits, we save a bitscore for each gene pair in a lookup table. In
case of alternative transcripts the highest score between any two protein products is saved.

We chose a scoring function that allows as to order alignments according to the number of
aligned pairs or to sum of pairwise similarities in case of equal amounts of pairs.

For each pair of genes (A, B) a symmetric score function is given by Eqn. 2. The individ-
ual contributions are shown in (3). This score function puts an upper bound on the match
score Smatch(A, B) , which is always < 2 and thereby allows us to define uniform gap
and mismatch costs.

The default value for the linear gap penalty is−2.0 and−3.0 for the mismatch score which
is motivated by the observation that a strong divergence between two genes is more likely
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than a loss of one gene in each species. A mismatch score is assigned if the two genes
under comparison either have no BLAST hit or if they are located on different strands.
The minimal threshold Θ for storing an alignment is set to 4.0 per default. This requires
an alignment to contain at least three aligned positions.

Smatch(A, B) = s(A, B) + s(B, A) (2)

s(A, B) = 1 − 1

sbitscore(A, B)
(3)

In order to score a match of vertices which contain multiple genes, we use a normalized
sum-of-pairs score (Eqn. 4).

S(v, w) = A=B,A,B∈genes(v
S

w) S(A, B)
Cv,w(Cv,w−1)

2

(4)

Cv,w =
nv,w if σ < Θ
n(Gv,Gw) else (5)

nv,w denotes the number of genes of nodes v and w, n(Gv,Gw) denotes the number of
species in the graphs of w and v. The term in the denominator of Eqn. 4 is a scaling
factor whose definition depends on the current alignment score. It is equal to the number
of comparisons between either all species in nodes v and w or all species in the graphs of
v and w. This is because the probability that weak BLAST hits appear in the set of genes
of both vertices rises with the number of compared genes. As a consequence pairwise
scores tend to be higher than the averaged scores of multiple comparisons. In order to
equalize this effect, we replace nv,w by n(Gv,Gw) as soon as the alignment score σ exceeds
the threshold Θ. This triggers a switch towards a more specific search for alignments
containing genes from multiple species.

4 Results

We applied both approaches to detect conserved syntenies in four mammalian species,
namely human (NCBI 36), mouse (NCBI m36), rat (RGSC 3.4) and dog (CanFam 1.0).
The corresponding genomes and annotation data were retrieved from the Ensembl BioMart
resource (release 40). We computed all pairwise all-against-all BLASTP searches.

4.1 BLOCKFINDER performance

We assessed the performance of BLOCKFINDER on two data sets: INPARANOID gene
pairs (http://inparanoid.cgb.ki.se) and best-3 BLAST hits.
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Table 1: Comparison of BLOCKFINDER on Inparanoid and Best-3-BLAST data sets.

Clique Inparanoid Best-3
size BLAST

2 3,366 2,140
3 5,424 3,758
4 9,617 15,997

Species Inparanoid Best-3
Clique Genes Block genes Clique Genes Block genes

Human 15,915 11,776 (74%) 16,075 12,184 (76%)
Mouse 14,918 9,919 (67%) 16,741 12,213 (73%)
Rat 13,631 9,334 (69%) 16,320 11,813 (73%)
Dog 15,712 10,917 (70%) 15,012 11,665 (78%)

On the left, the distribution of clique sizes is shown. The table on the right displays the number of
genes from each species, represented in any clique and the amount of genes, contained in blocks of
all four species.

We used either Inparanoid gene pairs or best-3-BLAST hits to build our homology graph.
Our software, BLOCKFINDER, identified collinear blocks in these two data sets. In a
pairwise comparison, BLOCKFINDER detected 836 blocks of average length 14.7 in a
data set of 13,341 human and 13,352 mouse genes. For all comparisons, more than 90%
of cliques could be assigned to blocks of length ≥ 3. As expected, the average block
length was highest for the rat-mouse comparison (16.8 genes per block).

We continued to compute blocks for all four species. Running BlockFinder on the Inpara-
noid data set of all four species yielded 1,228 blocks with an average length of 12.0 genes
per block. If those blocks were filtered to contain gene tuples from all four species, 936
blocks with an average length of 12.7 genes per block remained.

When we applied BlockFinder on the 3-best BLAST data, 1,042 blocks with an average
of 14.9 genes per block could be detected. After filtering for blocks with genes in all
four species, 736 blocks remained with 17.0 genes per block. The clique distribution and
number of genes in filtered blocks for both data sets is shown in Table 1.

4.2 Application of SYNTENATOR

We used the gene annotations from BioMart (release40) to construct POGs of gene se-
quences for all genomes. The BLAST results were filtered for up to 5 best hits with a
bitscore not below 95% of the best score. We applied SYNTENATOR on this data set
using a gap score of −2.0, a mismatch score of −3.0 and a threshold of 4.0.

The results for the pairwise comparisons are shown in Table 2. In a previous comparison
of mouse chromosome 16 and the human genome, 76% of mouse genes were found in
syntenic blocks [MAM+02]. As our criteria for collinearity is more strict, the amount of
genes in collinear blocks with the human genome should be lower.

For all pairwise comparisons the ratio of genes in collinear blocks varies from about 78-
81% (rat/mouse) to 39-45% (rat/dog). The strong divergence between rat and dog was
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Table 2: Pairwise comparison with SYNTENATOR.

Species A Species B Genes A Genes B Blocks ∅-length Aligned genes A Aligned genes B

Human Mouse 23,224 24,438 547 36.6 16,694 (72%) 17,016 (70%)
Human Rat 23,224 23,299 570 29.1 14,279 (61%) 14,135 (61%)
Human Dog 23,224 18,214 349 54.3 17,739 (76%) 15,259 (84%)
Mouse Rat 24,438 23,299 331 67.5 18,893 (81%) 18,265 (78%)
Mouse Dog 24,438 18,214 468 38.0 16,740 (69%) 14,349 (79%)
Rat Dog 23,299 18,214 393 24.6 9,036 (39%) 8,173 (45%)

Pairwise Comparison of the complete human, mouse, rat and dog gene sequences using SYNTE-
NATOR. Shown are the number of genes in each species and the number of genes in pairwise local
alignments.

already reflected on the level of BLAST homologs (E-value < 0.1). While homologs for
97% of dog genes could be found in mouse, only 77% of dog genes had homologs in rat.

In a second run we used SYNTENATOR to compute multiple gene order alignments be-
tween all four species. The species were aligned progressively in the order: mouse, rat,
human and dog.

In the last round, the POG of mouse, rat and human is aligned to the dog graph. Thus
only alignments with dog regions are reported. SYNTENATOR has an option to print the
topologically sorted POG in a row-column format, yet aligned blocks may be split in the
output due to the topological ordering.

The reported alignments of the last round consisted of 369 alignments including 18,870
(78%) mouse, 15,676 (67%) rat, 16,865 (73%) human, 16,723 (92%) dog genes. The
average number of species per alignment was 3.48, thereby we counted a species to be
contained in an alignment if at least 50% of aligned genes had a match in the respective
species. 11,675 genes (50% of human gene set) were found in all four species. Comparing
these tuples to cliques computed from Ensembl 1:1 orthologs yielded 10,391 cliques of
size 4, representing 45% of the human genes.

4.3 Comparison of orthology prediction

For quality assessment, we compared the orthology prediction of SYNTENATOR and
Ensembl. SYNTENATOR comparisons were performed with alignment threshold of 1.0
so that a prediction is made for each gene with a homolog. In order to compare how
the assignments differ from Ensembl, we computed the overlap of Ensembl 1:1 orthologs
and the SYNTENATOR pairs. With exception of the rat/dog comparison (92%), 97% of
Ensembl 1:1 orthologs are also predicted by SYNTENATOR. In addition 1:1 orthologs
could be identified for Ensembl genes in many-relationships as well as for about 8% of
Ensembl singletons. Table 3 displays the results for genes in 1:many relationship.
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Table 3: Ensembl 1:many cases, resolved by SYNTENATOR.

Species A 1:many resolved duplicated Species B 1:many resolved duplicated

Human 543 346 (64%) 69 Mouse 307 197 (64%) 39
Human 552 313 (57%) 46 Rat 301 164 (55%) 31
Human 210 144 (69%) 12 Dog 364 247 (68%) 53
Mouse 505 338 (67%) 56 Rat 538 327 (61%) 78
Mouse 171 111 (65%) 10 Dog 562 364 (65%) 67
Rat 174 59 (34%) 4 Dog 573 217 (38%) 28

Each gene in an 1:many relationship was tested if it matches a gene in a SYNTENATOR alignment
of at least three genes. The number of duplicated genes denotes the moiety of the resolved genes
that is assigned to an ortholog with an adjacent paralog.

5 Discussion

We have established two new methods for predicting orthologous genes and identifying
regions of conserved syntenies in multiple genomes. Instead of defining an orthologous
group from sequence similarity alone, both methods choose the ortholog from a set of
candidate genes according to available synteny information. This observation is necessary
as relying on best reciprocal hits exclusively does not guarantee to find the ’true’ ortholog.
This might be explained by a weakened selective pressure on duplicated genes [KRWK02].

BLOCKFINDER chooses orthologs from a set of candidate orthologous genes in order to
maximize collinearity across all species. During the computation of orthologous groups,
existing BLAST homologies as well as singletons genes are discarded. In general, this
is a disadvantage but it can be helpful in genomes for which gene annotations are of low
quality.

SYNTENATOR integrates all gene positions and complete BLAST data into computation
of collinear blocks. Herein, synteny information is used as the first criterion to define
orthology, although substantial BLAST similarity is still required.

We applied both methods on the genomes of human, mouse, rat and dog. Application of
BLOCKFINDER found between 67-78% of clique genes in collinear blocks of all four
species. Thereby BLOCKFINDER assigned more genes to collinear blocks for the best-3
BLAST cliques than for the merged Inparanoid data set. Running on the complete data
set, SYNTENATOR still found 70-72% of all human and mouse genes in collinear blocks
of at least three genes. A set of 11,675 genes, representing 50% of the human gene set is
conserved in blocks of all four species.

When comparing SYNTENATOR orthology predictions to the ones of Ensembl, we showed
that we could resolve 1:1 orthology for more than 37% of genes in 1:many relationships.
In addition, 1:1 orthologies could be detected for many:many genes as well as for about
8% of singletons. Thus this work extends existing methods for orthology prediction and
provides new tools to compare local and global genome architectures of multiple species,
even for more distantly related genomes.
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